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COVID-19 UPDATE: Major news on HCQ Wed? Latest GH consumer 

survey shows increase in willingness to leave home.  Hispanics are 

31% of US COVID-19 cases, nearly 2X population. 

THIS MESSAGE IS BEING SENT SOLELY TO CLIENTS OF FS INSIGHT 

 

Protests that are still raging in >75 cities across the US are breaking the COVID-19 progress timeline.  We 

have mass gathering, which is 1000X mass transmission events.  So, a factual observation is that after ~3 

months of shelter-at-home, all discipline was cast aside.  But it is not a guarantee that we see a second 

wave, despite the fact that Italy's and Spain's massive outbreaks began with a Champions League soccer 

match.  If it does not lead to a second wave, it is the most significant worldwide event for COVID-19.   

 

The first protests started 5 days ago and according to multiple studies (below) ~92% of those exposed to 

COVID-19 are symptomatic by day 14 (50% by Day 7).  Day 14 is June 11th.  So if no massive second 

wave starts by June 11th, we have a definitive break in the transmissibility of COVID-19.  So the best 

case is no surges in the next 11 days. 

 

We are presenting race/ethnicity COVID-19 data in this commentary.  47 states report consistent 

information and our data science team, led by tireless Ken, ingested this data (collected and reported by 

COVID-19 Tracking Project).  I was pretty shocked at the data.  Blacks and Hispanics are 53% of COVID-19 

cases in the US and about 30% of the population.  Asians and Whites are far less likely to have COVID-19. 

 

 % pop % COVID Delta  
- White 60%   40% -20%  
- Hispanic           17           31         +13 <-2x 
- Black           13           22         +10 <-2x 
- Asian             6             4            -2  
- Other             3             2            -1  

 

So as we are now >125 days into this pandemic, COVID-19 has hit the following particularly hard: 

 

- NYC / NY tri-state 

- Nursing homes (45% of deaths) 

- Blacks/Hispanics (53% of cases)   

 

Is this latter issue due to Vitamin D deficiencies? Last week, we wrote about how Vitamin D deficiency is 

worse in Black/Hispanic communities.  As we highlight below, this concentration of cases with 

Black/Hispanic is throughout the US.  So, there is something odd about this. 
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Potentially some major peer-reviewed announcement on hydroxychloroquine on Wednesday -- could 

be market moving... 

Could this move markets Wednesday? See this cryptic tweet below, which has since been deleted.  This 

tweet was shared with me by Xuan Yong, CEO of Rig-Up, before it was deleted. 

 

 
 

He is an infectious disease specialist at the University of Minnesota and he has been conducting multiple 

studies on hydroxychloroquine, both as a treatment and as a preventative drug for COVID-19.  And his 

studies are being peer reviewed.  There is a lot of secrecy on his work and this cryptic tweet might 

suggest some big news on COVID-19 Wednesday. 

 

 
https://med.umn.edu/bio/dom-a-z/david-boulware  

 

HCQ is a relatively cheap drug and readily available.  And if a peer-reviewed study shows it is effective, 

this could massively kick start a healthcare treatment regimen for COVID-19.  And this would thus 

negate the "timeline" issue noted above. 
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Latest Gordon Haskett Consumer survey shows notable increase in willingness to leave home... 

Chuck Grom, Broadlines and Hardlines Retail analyst at Gordon Haskett, published his latest consumer 

survey of >300 households.  This is the 12th week for the survey and has asked consumer specific 

questions related to behavior and willingness among a variety of questions.  It is an extensive survey 

with 45 questions.  A few weeks ago, we published the survey results around question #43 (willingness 

to...) and back then, I was surprised to see the relatively high willingness of consumers to do some social 

activities. 

 
It turns out that in week 12 (now), consumers have become even less "risk averse" and more willing to 

venture out of their homes.  The 6 categories where we see a meaningful increase are below: 

 

A month from now, w/o vaccine willing to (% YES): 

                          week 10     week 12 (now) change 

- Restaurant          59.3%     61.6%             +2.3%  <--wow 

- Off-mall store      51.6        58.9                 +7.3 

- Malls                   51.6        58.3                 +6.7 

- Gym/fitness         43.0        49.7                +6.7 

- Bar/club               43.0        47.7                +4.7                       

 

A month from now, w/o vaccine willing to (% NO): 

                          week 10     week 12 (now) change 

- Cruise ships       67.0%     66.9%              -0.1%  

- Planes                61.2        62.3                +1.1 

- Stadiums            59.0        59.3                +0.3 

 

But it also looks like US consumers are less willing to take a cruise (OK, that is flat), get on an airplane 

and also go to a stadium.  These still have the majority of the respondents unwilling to do these things, 

without a vaccine.  This speaks positively about the pace of a US recovery as restrictions end.   

 

But this is kind of moot, in the sense that the COVID-19 timeline is broken (I feel like I am talking about 

time travel).  In any case, as we mentioned yesterday, if there is a second wave, "social distance victim" 

companies would be hit the hardest.  Conversely, the price behavior of these stocks could inform us 

about the risks of a second wave.   As you can see below, on a 1D and 7D basis, these groups are still 

outperforming the S&P 500.  The exception are casinos. 
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Source: Fundstrat and Bloomberg 

 

We have had many client conversations this week.  And we still find little change in our institutional 

clients’ perception about equities.  The move in prices seems far beyond their comprehension of 

contemporaneous fundamentals.  And their forward views remain filled with uncertainty, which by the 

way, is clearly natural and logical.  But if we were to reconcile the gap between our client views of 

markets (lower) vs current prices (higher), this gap seems to be a result of a market seeing more 

"visibility" than we individually recognize.  By the way, credit markets, high-yield especially, are also 

more optimistic.  So given this gap, we still see stocks in the hands of buyers ("half-full") and see the real 

opportunity in the "epicenter" stocks. 

 

 

 

POINT #1: New US timeline, day 5 (protests -5D) of the "14 day" clock for second wave verdict --> June 

11th.  AZ + TX cases explode today (more imported cases from Mexico) 

The US just had a massive COVID-19 mass transmission event, the nationwide protests over the death of 

George Floyd.  In fact, these protests are continuing.  Because it takes 14 days from transmission to 

symptomatic (for 92% of cases, see below), by June 11th we will know if there is indeed a massive 

second wave (14 days post-May 29th).  More importantly, we believe daily cases data over the next 

week is essentially not useful.   
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https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.14.20065896v1.full.pdf+html  

 

 

June 11th is the "verdict" date for a second wave... if no second wave, the BIGGEST development in 

COVID-19 

According to the University of Alabama study (chart above), about 50% of those exposed are 

symptomatic by Day 7 and 92% by Day 14.  So, by June 11th, the verdict will be in, regarding a second 

wave.   

 

Transmission timeline: 

- May  29th                   protests start 

- June  2nd  Day   5       >75 cities 

- June  4th   Day   7      50% of exposed symptomatic 

- June 11th  Day 14      92% of exposed symptomatic 

 

 
 

But the key date is June 11th.  If there is no second wave in cases by June 11th, this is a transformational 

outcome.  The mass exposures did not lead to a 2nd wave.   
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USA daily cases steady vs 1D ago at 20,183 but Arizona and Texas accounted for the entire surge.   

Total USA cases came in flat vs yesterday with 20,183 cases.  2 states saw sizable surges, Arizona and 

Texas. Arizona cases 5X compared to a day ago and Texas saw a 3X in cases.  We discuss AZ below, but 

there is not a lot of explanation given by the state for the surge, other than a 240% increase in 

testing.  Texas looks to be a case of jails reporting case data. 

 

There as the usual churn (yesterday, MA had a massive surge because of adding probable cases).  

 

6 states see sizable jumps: 

Texas           1,688 vs   593 (1D) +1,095 <-- Texas jails report cases 

Arizona        1,127 vs   187            +940 <-- +250% rise in tests 

Illinois          1,614 vs   974            +640 

New York     1,329 vs   941            +388 

Maryland        848 vs   549            +299 

Tennessee     821 vs   548            +273 

Total 6 states                              +3,635 

 

5 states see sizable declines: 

Massachusetts  358 vs 3,840 (1D) -3,482  <-- 1D adjustment fades 

Connecticut        239 vs 539              -300 

Kentucky            139 vs 342              -203 

Alabama             279 vs 460             -181 

California         2,304 vs 2,423          -119 

Total 5 states                                  -4,285                 
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Source: COVID-19 tracking project 
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Several Texas counties reported big surges today... with Jones and Walker reporting jumps 

The surge in TX is a result of some counties reporting a 1D jump in cases, such as Jones and 

Walker.  According to tireless Ken, these two counties have jails which reported case data in the past 

day.   

 
Source: TX health dept 
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Most of AZ cases are near US-Mexico border but also a massive rise in tests... 

The state did not provide much explanation for the surge in cases today.  But as shown below, total tests 

rose 250% compared to a day ago.  And the state's stay-at-home orders are set to expire today. 

 

 
 

Source: COVID-19 tracking project 
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As shown below, most of the new cases in AZ are near the Mexico border.  Again, suggesting the further 

increase in "imported" cases. 
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POINT #2:  Hispanics are a shocking 31% of COVID-19 cases in the US (overall 17% of US) 

We have not heard a lot about COVID-19's nationwide on impact ethnic/racial groups.  Using data from 

COVID-19 Tracking Project, we found 47 states report case data and 43 states report death for 

ethnicity/race.   As noted from above, Hispanics and Blacks are disproportionately impacted by COVID-

19.  Conversely, Whites and Asians are less likely to be suffering from COVID-19. 

 

 
Source: COVID-19 Tracking Project 
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Hispanic share of cases has been high since the beginning of the crisis... 

Since the onset of the pandemic, Hispanic share of COVID-19 cases has been high and remained 

high.  So, this is not a function of  a recent surge, or a secondary transmission.  This has been the case 

nationwide from virtually the beginning. 

 

 

 
Source: COVID-19 Tracking Project 

 

Hispanic share has been rising recently in CA... 

Hispanic cases are now ~70% of the daily cases in California.  And this figure has been increasing in that 

state over the past few weeks.  We wrote about Imperial County, CA and San Diego, CA seeing an 

overflow of cases imported from Mexico.  And this partially explains this increase. 
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Hispanic skew is highest in Virginia, Rhode Island, Utah and Washington State... 

Ethnicity and race data is not collected for every case, so tireless Ken only reflects the statistics and data 

for the cases which identified race/ethnicity.  This is a high percentage of tested cases in most 

states.  We have provided the snapshot of the data below, sorting by the Hispanic "delta" (cases less 

population share).  The numbers are really staggering.  Shocking. 

 

                          cases      pops 

- Virginia             41%  vs  10% 

- Rhode Island    46     vs  16 

- Utah                 44      vs  14 

- Washington      40     vs   13 

 

 
Source: COVID-19 Tracking Project 
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Regarding Deaths, Hispanics are far fewer share and Whites are much higher share of deaths... 

The share of deaths does not mirror the share of cases.   In other words, the implied mortality rate is 

much different.  Whites and Blacks are much more likely to die from COVID-19.   

 

- Whites are 53% of the deaths and 40% of cases 

- Black are 25% of deaths and 22% of cases 

- Hispanics are 16% of reported deaths but 31% of the cases.   

 

So, the implied Hispanic mortality is half of the overall US.  There are many factors, such as age, and 

health, and pre-conditions (obesity, diabetes, smoker, etc.).  And perhaps the prevalence of these risk 

factors plays into this mix. 

 

 
Source: COVID-19 Tracking Project 
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POINT #3:  Latin America is the new epicenter and seeing accelerating in case growth 

We will periodically visit developments in Latin America and as we highlight below, case growth is still 

accelerating down in Latin America.  The region is entering their "winter" months, and cooler weather 

means weaker immune systems and less vitamin D as well.   

 

-  The % share of daily COVID-19 global cases is shown below. And as we annotated, the largest share of 

COVID-19 cases is not seen in Latin America.  The share of Latin America cases vs RoW is meaningfully 

higher.   

 
Source: Johns Hopkins data 
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Latin America daily cases ~40,000 per day are 2X the US... 

In reported daily cases, Latin America is reporting about 40,000 cases per day (2X USA) with Brazil 

representing half of that total.  Brazil is 1.8X larger than the US and its daily case numbers are already 

well above the US.   

 

 
Source: Johns Hopkins data 

 

 

The same four nations dominate case growth in Latin America -- Brazil, Peru, Chile and Mexico.  These 

four nations account for 75% of all reported cases.  And have nearly 900,000 confirmed cases in 

total.  The region as a whole should be exceeding 1 million cases by next week. 

 

- Brazil and Peru have reported lower cases today vs 1-2D ago (see table) and so it could be possible 

they are past peak cases. 

- But 1 or 2 or even 7 days is hardly sufficient to judge a peak.  This was an issue in the US. 
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Source: Johns Hopkins data 

 

 

Peru and Chile prevalence curves are much steeper than the US (cases per 1mm residents) 

We rebased the case counts for the four major LatAm nations, based on the day they reached 1,000 

cases.  And to further improve comparability, we used cases per 1mm residents.   

 

- Peru and Chile have seen cases per 1mm surge well past the US in fewer days as well. 

- Both countries still show quite a steep slope and thus, the prevalence in these nations will likely exceed 

the US. 

- Brazil's case count slope looks like it might have "kinked" recently, and hopefully case growth slows. 
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Source: Johns Hopkins data 

 

 

If LatAm is the new epicenter, US essentially will be “exporting" COVID-19 healthcare and technology 

solutions 

Interestingly, if Latin America is the new epicenter for COVID-19, then the US could become an exporter 

of COVID-19 solutions.  We are simply just observing that the US has the most cases in the world.  And 

thus, dedicated the most resources to solving the problems.  Now these solutions will potentially be 

exported (profits).  The solutions being:  

 

- healthcare regimens; 

- testing solutions; 

- equipment and PPE; 

- sanitation expertise; 

- contact tracing; 

- work from home technology; 

- manufacturing processes; 

 

So the economic burden of COVID-19 is mitigated in the US, to an extent, by offering these solutions to 

the rest of the World. 
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STRATEGY:  The VIX fell to 10 week low of 27 and a move below 20 would represent a massive risk-on 

confirmation 

The VIX has been rallying and made a pretty decline today, falling 1.5 points to 27 (below) and the 

lowest close since early March.  In fact, as the 1-yr chart below shows, there is a huge gap.  

 

- Pre-COVID-19 panic, the VIX was <20; 

- Post-COVID-19 panic, the VIX is >30; 

 

The current 27 is in the middle-ish.  The "no man's land" but it is falling.  And if this falls towards 20, this 

would be a significant risk-on confirmation.  For the most part, we find many of our clients skeptical of 

the rise in equities.  And as such, they see this move largely as a result of Central bank liquidity.  This 

could be the case.  But there has been massive central bank liquidity in Europe and Japan for much 

longer and even larger size, and those equity markets have not outperformed the US. 

 

 
Source: Bloomberg. 
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